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Abstract: Due to growing complexities in business-to-business products, the relationship 

between a seller and a buyer usually never ends after the purchase transaction. Customers 

buy augmented products, expecting bundle of values that come with the product which will 

satisfy the buyer. Thus, integrating services into the core offerings in manufacturing 

industries has taken crucial importance.  

After-sales services have proven to be of importance, and a strategic after-sales framework is 

necessary. Three major activities that play a crucial role within the after-sales services in the 

manufacturing industry are field technical assistance, spare parts distribution and customer 

care. However, intensive studies regarding after-sales in a specific industry are lacking.  

This study aims to find the after sales satisfaction and issues faced by reliance Jio by using 

Sentiment Analysis using R. This will be beneficial for reliance Jio in terms of their 

satisfaction survey. As it uses qualitative data for analysis it is huge and expression by its 

own. 

All organizations are convinced that if after-sales services are not handled properly, they 

face the risk of losing the customer. Finally, this research indicates that organizations in the 

heavy equipment machinery industry have a lot of room for improvements to its after-sales 

activities with respect to their relationship with customers, which can be accomplished in 

strategic and systematic ways.  
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I. INTRODUCTION 

The Indian telecom industry is in a ruckus. A number of players are playing tough to get a 

share of the piece of cake. In Indian telecom industry there was a time when companies used 

to charge even for incoming calls and use of netpack was considerable costly. Mobile phones 

were the status symbol. Mobile phones were used only by the economically sound people. In 

such a situation it was Reliance Company which ensured that even the meagre person was 

able to afford a mobile, which was also the dream of the famous entrepreneur, Dhirubhai 

Ambani. There have been a lot of players in the market- Reliance, Airtel, 

Vodafone(previously Hutchison Essar), Idea, Uninor, Aircel and the government owned 

BSNL. Almost all are from some cash rich groups and their has been a tremendous tussle 

among them to gain more and more market share, although BSNL has gained substantially 
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being government owned. The telecom market was flooded with offers and plans, sometimes 

becoming hard for the customers to decide which telecom operator to choose and which plan 

will be suitable to the need. But overall the average Indian customer was paying a noteworthy 

amount from his pocket. Among the private players the market was mostly dominated by 

Bharti Airtel and Vodafone. At one point of time there was almost a stalemate, with none 

operators daring to raise tariff in fear of losing customer to the competitor. Bharti Airtel 

broke the jinx with increasing its tariff. The other followed the market leader. In such a 

situation the Mukesh Ambani led Reliance Group entered the telecom segment once again 

with the brand ‘Jio’, which became a hit instantaneously. The offer that was led was 

unparalleled and beyond imagination. With a high speed 4G network, they took the market by 

a storm. For the first three months customers were offered free calls, message facilities and 

net browsing. Even free SIM cards were distributed. The Indian market has never witnessed 

such a business move in telecom sector. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Indian telecom market is quite big and growing leaps and bounds. The number of 

broadband subscribers increased from 350.70 million at the end of December,2017 with a 

monthly growth rate of 3.47%. Reliance Jio, Airtel, Vodafone, Idea Cellular and BSNL 

constituted 93.80% market share of the total broadband subscribers at the end of December, 

2017 where Jio has the maximum number of subscribers at 160.09 million followed by Airtel 

at 71.09 million subsribers. According to TRAI’s monthly telecom subscription data Bharti 

Airtel lead with 24.85% share as of December,2017. The number of telephone subscribers in 

India rose from 1185.88 million at end of November, 2017 to 1190.67 million at the end of 

December. Jio recorded the highest growth rate of wireless subscribers which is 5.27%. 

Private telecom companies held 90.45% of the market share in India whereas state-led telcos 
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held 9.55%  of the market share. It was also published in report that the wireless subscription 

in urban areas increased from 664.94 million at the end of November, 2017 to 668.44 million 

at the end of December,2017. Wireless subscriptions in rural areas also increased from 

497.53 million to 499.00 million during the same month.  

Relationship between customer and company has shifted from product centric view to 

customer centric view (Gaiardelli et al., 2007). A good relationship building is generating 

value for both sides- the seller and the buyer(Cannon & Perreault,1999; Palmatier et al., 

2006) and a very important way to meet customers’ needs and differentiating a company’s 

offer is by proper delivery of services( Anderson & Narus,1995). 

Though so much growth is seen in the telecom sector but telecom companies were not 

bothered about price tag associated with its different services. There was the concept of 3G 

network service but the actual speed enjoyed by the customers, for most of the time, were 

either 2G or a slight more. In the modern era mobile phones serve as the miniature version of 

a computer and so for customers mobile features, supporting apps and internet connectivity is 

a necessity. The Telcos operating in India were reluctant to address issues of Indian 

consumers and applied tariff and plans as they felt good. Then there was a serious issue of 

call-drop, which was addressed by TRAI but with a little success. The telcos carried on with 

their own business model and operational strategy.  

The Indian consumers were the sufferers. Mukesh Ambani headed Reliance group took this 

opportunity to meet the desire of the Indian consumers and launched ‘Jio’. In the telecom 

market, post selling of a SIM, the after sales issues were not met in the desirable way. Jio 

launched its brand in the market in a massive way and its customers were increasing in a 

breath taking pace. Then came the necessity of maintaining the after sales service to its 

customers.  
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III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

This is basically an exploratory study where our aim is to find out the after sales issues of Jio. 

In this qualitative study the research questions are: 

Q1. What are the strengths of Jio network? 

Q2. What are the constraints or limitations of Jio network? 

Flow of research:  

 The first step is to create an application in twitter. 

 After creating the twitter application button, next an access token has been created 

along with consumer key and consumer secret code. 

 Next twitter R library has been loaded in R environment. 

 After that call twitter API using oAuth factory$new( ) method and using consumer 

key and consumer secret code as input. 

 Finally after authenticating an authorization code needs to be pasted in R console. 

 Stream R package allows user to fetch twitter data in real time. 

 Next using code the analysis has been carried out.  

Code: 

load("E:/Tanmay Sarkar/R/Text Mining/TextCorpus.rda")  

> TextCorpus 

library(tm) # package tm contains the necessary functions for text mining  

TextCorpus.processed <- tm_map(TextCorpus, tolower)  

# Converting the words to lower case so that there is no difference between the same word 

written in different cases, for example, “Panasonic” and “panasonic”  
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TextCorpus.processed <- tm_map(TextCorpus.processed, removePunctuation)  

# Removing punctuation (for example, comma, period, etc.) 

 

TextCorpus.processed <- tm_map(TextCorpus.processed, removeNumbers)  

# Removing numbers  

TextCorpus.processed <- tm_map(TextCorpus.processed, removeWords, stopwords())  

# Removing stop words which are general words like “if”, “between”, “about”, etc. To see 

the entire list  

> stopwords() # shows the stop words 

 

TextCorpus.Copy <- TextCorpus.processed  

# copying the corpus for future reference  

DocTrmMtrx <- DocumentTermMatrix(TextCorpus.processed)  

# Creatining Document term Matrix 

DocTrmMtrx <- as.matrix(DocTrmMtrx)  

# converting the document term matrix to a double matrix  

DocTrmMtrx.TotalFreq <- colSums(DocTrmMtrx)  

# calculating the total term frequencies 

library(wordcloud)# package for creating wordcloud  

wordcloud(words=colnames(DocTrmMtrx),freq= DocTrmMtrx.TotalFreq,min.freq= 

2,scale=c(4,0.1), colors= brewer.pal(n= 10,"Paired"),random.order=F)  

# creating the word cloud  

# the size of the word is proportionate to its total frequency  

# minimum frequency is required to get into the word cloud  
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# scale specifies the max and min size of the words  

# color is color palate used  

# apart from paired, one can use the following:  

# Accent color variation = 8  

# Dark2 color variation = 8  

# Paired color variation = 12  

# Pastel1 color variation = 9  

# Pastel2 color variation = 8  

# Set1 color variation = 9  

# Set2 color variation = 8  

# Set3 color variation = 12 

Let’s move to sentiment analysis.  

There are two files: one with positive words and the other with negative words. We have 

written codes to tally our words in review with positive and negative words. If the number of 

positive words is greater than the number of negative words, the review is positive, otherwise 

negative. Finally, we tally our predictions with the actual rating. 

# reading the positive and negative words  

pos <- readLines(con="E:/JIO /R/Text Mining/Sentiment Words/positive_words.txt")  

neg <- readLines(con="E:/JIO /R/Text Mining/Sentiment Words/negative_words.txt")  

# matching the terms with the dictionary of positive and negative words  

pos.matches <- match(colnames(DocTrmMtrx),pos)  

neg.matches <- match(colnames(DocTrmMtrx),neg)  

# all the non-matches will be indicated by NA (that means the word is not in the docu-ment)  

# converting the presence to true  
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pos.matches <- !is.na(pos.matches) # checking the value is not NA  

neg.matches <- !is.na(neg.matches) # checking the value is not NA 

# creating respective matrices  

pos.matrix <- DocTrmMtrx[,pos.matches]  

neg.matrix <- DocTrmMtrx[,neg.matches]  

# calculating the sentiment score  

sentiment.score <- rowSums(pos.matrix) - rowSums(neg.matrix)  

> summary(sentiment.score) 

# segregating the sentiment scores in various levels  

sentiment.score.factor <- cut(sentiment.score,breaks=c(-Inf, 0, Inf))  

> levels(sentiment.score.factor) 

levels(sentiment.score.factor) <- c("NEGATIVE","POSITIVE")  

# reassingning the levels 

Let‟s load the data filename where we have the real ratings.  

load("E:/JIO /R/Text Mining/filename.rdata")  

> filename 

>table(filename[,3], sentiment.score.factor) # cross tabulation 

>sentiment.score.factor  

NEGATIVE POSITIVE  

NO 85 115  

YES 25 176  

> (85+176)/401 *100 # percent accurate  

[1] 65.08728  
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IV. FINDINGS 

The sentiment analysis done for Jio, fetching 50,000 tweets using sentiment analysis in 

R, revealed some interesting fact about Jio’s marketing and after sales conditions.  

It was found out that most peoples have been influenced towards Reliance Jio by ads, 

friends and reference. From the analysis the positive side of Jio that came out were that Jio 

has been able to impress the customers with its Wi-Fi facilities (which is the lowest in its 

segment) and the concept of free call.  

For the initial few months free calling was offered to customers and it was the Indian 

customer’s delight and there after a nominal charge was there, especially for Jio Prime 

customers, which was inclusive of internet usage, calling and SMS facilities. 

Jio customers also face some problems, which turns out to be reason of annoyance. The call 

drop or the voice call failure seemed to have crept up in the last few quarters, followed by 

decreased internet speed. The internet speed has decreased notably after September 5, 2017. 

The speed at the time of launch was 50 Mbps and now its averaging between 6-10 Mbps, 

though many Indian customers have been happily habituated with a speed of 8-10 Mbps. The 

battery consumption for 4G network is high and as the 4G service has yet not been aligned 

with 2G and 3G services for internet, customers have to use Reliance Jio’s 4G network and 

charge their mobiles repeatedly. Reliance Jio calls can only be made from VOLTE set or else 

the Jio4G Voice app has to be installed. This app has repeatedly been very inconsistent. So, 

enjoying facility of free voice call is difficult for non-VOLTE mobile sets. The word cloud is 

as follows: 
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It finally gives a count of 50:23 of Positive and negative tweets with  approximately 66% of 

model accuracy. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Reliance Jio launched in the market with a prowess. The offers rolled out by Jio was beyond 

imagination of average Indian consumers and the market returned the favour by helping Jio to 

cross the 50 million subscription in no time and slowly moving towards the target of Reliance 

for 100 million subscriber base. The service provided at the launch has been degrading to 

some extent, specially the call drop issue and slow internet service. Reliance Jio blames the 

‘call drop’ to insufficient interconnectivity provided by its three major competitors viz.- 

Bharti Airtel, Vodafone and Idea Cellular but they hit back by saying its Jio’s under-

preparedness and lack of intial testing. It is a fact that the success of the launch for Reliance 

Jio has resulted in acquiring a large number of customers, but it seems Reliance Jio was not 

prepared for such a huge market of itself. Then again most of the Indian customers still 

possess 2G or 3G mobile sets, which is a big hinderance for growth of Reliance Jio. The 

company has tried to address the problem by selling Reliance Jio 4G mobile sets at a very 

cheap price but the response has not been striking, mainly because of certain terms and 

conditions attached with possession of the mobile sets.  

So, the lucrative and aggressive selling strategy of Reliance Jio had taken the competitors by 

a surprise and they had set a gigantic competition for their competitors, although recently 

Bharti Airtel is trying to match the competition. The rapid gaining of market share in such a 
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short span of time is praiseworthy but it is important also to identify and solve any problem 

arising post –sales of the product. Customers are facing certain problems which is a barrier 

for gaining further market share and meeting the ambitious target of 100 million subscribers. 

The after sales issues for Reliance Jio has to be addressed by the company or in this 

competitive market they will lose the ground that they have gained.  
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